The Urantia Book
Introducing a bigger frame in which to think
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"It looks like we're going to have to

learn something interesting
in order to figure this out"

Dr Ed Macaulay discusses paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.02376
First Cosmological Results using Type Ia Supernovae from the Dark Energy Survey:

Measurement of the Hubble Constant
https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/des-year-3-supernova-cosmology-results/
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As we’ve seen, the Urantia Book tells quite a tale about mass and matter, and dark islands that
explode.
Central to this story are new foundations – for the reservoirs of energy and mass – that
science currently can measure, but can’t explain.
In this next and final part, we’ll explore what these new foundations might mean for our home
sector in an ancient superuniverse – the so-called “Milky Way”.
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Here’s the plan:
First, we’ll try to put Orvonton, our so-called “superuniverse”, into astronomical context.
Then we’ll see what astronomers actually know about our local spiral of stars, the “Milky
Way”.
And then we’ll explore how these facts about the Milky Way might fit in with the Urantia
Book’s description of an ancient superuniverse.
One thing we’ll find is that the story of Orvonton involves an awful lot of time. Much more
than 14 billion years. So we’ll also look at how assumptions about systematic, cosmological
redshift – the Hubble parameter – led cosmologists to current consensus beliefs: about a
young universe, beginning with a hot Big Bang.

Finally, we’ll review the Urantia Book’s version, of how time-dependent History began.
But before we begin, a few words about “Urantia book cosmology”…
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The story of the cosmos, the history of the universe, as sketched in the Urantia Book,
includes a unique feature:
In this Urantia book story, the authors distinguish between two distinct components:

One is ancient, organized, and small.
The other is impressively vast. And young.
This ancient and organized part, they call “the grand universe”; a massive, disk-like structure
destined to serve as central kernel for nested levels of outer space.
Taken together, these two components, this ancient tiny kernel, and these vast levels of outer
space – form the so-called “master universe”.
To help put this in astronomical context, …
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In 2014, astronomer Marshall McCall presented a study of an apparent ring of 12 large
galaxies, to which he gave the catchy name, “A Council of Giants”. For reference, the Milky
Way and Andromeda (M31) are in here.
The surprise here, and the point of McCall’s paper, is that, relative to each other, these 12
giant galaxies appear to be stationary. Or rather, they seem somehow to be bound together,
locked – or holding formation – in this persistent elliptical ring.
Now, to native astronomers, this Council of Giants is just one of those things, a chance
arrangement due to gravity. But in a Urantia Book scheme, it may be something more.
In paper 32:2, the author states that our place in the Milky Way is [quote] “well out towards
the edge of Orvonton” (32:2.11). Since all references to Orvonton are linked with the Milky
Way, seems natural to associate Orvonton with structures local to our spiral, rather than with
this more distant ring of galaxies.
And since Orvonton is said to span one seventh of the “superuniverse rim” of the grand
universe “wheel” (15:0.1), it’s tempting to put this “grand universe wheel” right here;
its so-called “ragged edge” (12:1.13) running something like this…
Which would make M31 one of those objects [quote] "on the fringe of Orvonton and […]
traveling along with us” (12:2.3, 15:4.7).
And it would make this persistent elliptical ring, McCall’s “Council of Giants”, a boundary…
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… the inner fringe of the first of those nested “levels of outer space”.
Which fits nicely with what astronomers now call “the local sheet”.
So what’s missing from this picture?

To make this plot more realistic, more consistent both with current theory and with the
Urantia Book, we need to add something that we can measure, but can’t see:
Halos of mass-energy.
Halos and dark disks – of something “invisible”, but full of energy.
And thus mass. And thus gravitational action.
About these halos and disks, back in Part 4A I mentioned a famous disagreement between
two predictions – one from particle physics, one from cosmology – to do with this distribution
of energy in space.
Cosmologists tell us that …
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… for their models of the universe to work, space… needs to be mostly empty;
But particle physicists tell us that, to make quantum field theories work,
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… space needs to be surprisingly full; implying some enormous energy density, filling all
space.
As we saw in Part 4A, the Urantia Book resolves this by localizing the distribution of energy.
The condensates and scalar fields (required for quantized mechanics) emerge – are made
available – in energy-dense cyclones of so-called “segregata”, or primordial hypercharge.
It’s within these (invisible) islands of charge that a condensate appears; a primitive form of
mass, emerging as invisible, superfluid disks. Of axion-like preons or “ultimatons”.
And it’s in these superfluid disks that particle genesis begins; photons and neutrinos, leptons
and quarks; familiar “standard-model” stuff. What the Urantia Book calls “gravita”.
Notice, it’s within these energy-dense islands that quantum field theorists have their labs.
So when a physicist measures the so-called “local vacuum”, he or she is actually measuring...
a superconductor for weak hypercharge; a locally localized Higgs-type field.
An emergent segregation of pure energy.
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So in these voids, these quiescent zones between islands of segregata, cosmologists have the
sort of emptiness they need.
But here – within this “grand universe” wheel – is where quantum field theorists have their
labs. And when they probe the so-called “vacuum”, they’re probing not empty space, but an
energy dense pool; a place with the sort of density of energy their field theories predict.
So here we bump into our first real twist in the standard cosmological tale:
o This energy-dense grand universe wheel,
o an invisible concentration of “segregata” ,
o a disk-like distribution of “pure energy” .
o Ancient. And organized.
As native physics is discovering – like fish live in water – we live in a background of energy.

What the Urantia Book adds is the idea that this distribution of energy is not global, but has
emerged locally, as an energy-dense pool.
Of course, if we divide by the speed of light, squared, then what we also have here is…
an awful lot of mass. Which means… an awful lot of (unexpected) gravitational action.
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Gravity, acting for a few thousand billion years,
on this distribution of “emergent energy” (470.1, 42:2.10);
on this distribution of emergent – force-organized – segregata and ultimata.
As the story goes, it’s within this ancient cyclone of segregata that the so-called
superuniverses took shape, [quote, 57:1] “long, long ago.”
Long before the web of galaxies began to form in outer space.
As we’ll see, this “revelatory” background allows us to tell a much more interesting story.
About Orvonton, and about our ancient spiral sector of stars.
But first, let’s review what the scientific method has revealed.
What do we currently know about the Milky Way?
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In 2010, National Geographic released a 2-hour documentary, “Inside the Milky Way”.
This brought together everything we then knew, and assumed,
about our home system of stars.
To help set the scene, here’s a 60 second clip from that documentary:
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[Movie] James Bullock – “The Milky Way, we believe, is a spiral galaxy. […]”
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About these clouds of dust and gas, what we see depends on how we look.
When we look at visible light (so-called optical wavelengths) we see something like this.
Which, for poets or philosophers, might be just fine.

But for astronomers, it’s just frustrating. Until recently, they had no way to see through all this
dust and gas, so astronomers actually avoided looking at this part of the sky.
In fact, they called this region… “the zone of avoidance”.
But in 2003, NASA launched the Spitzer Space Telescope…
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… and Spitzer was built to look in the infrared.
In astronomy, what we see really does depend on how we “look”!
And this is what we see when we look in the infrared.
Actually, this is the “far infrared”…

http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/outreach/Edu/Regions/irregions.html
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/info/277-Fast-Facts

Spitzer: 3 - 180 microns.
REGION

microns

Near-IR

1 - 5

WHAT WE SEE
Dust is transparent

Mid-IR

5 - 30

Dust warmed by starlight

Far-IR

30 - 300

Emission from cold dust
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Even better is the “near infrared”. At these wavelengths (1 - 5 microns), all that cold dust and
gas becomes transparent, and we get a better view of the actual distribution of stars.
Now we’ve known for some time that this belt of stars is at least 100,000 light years wide.
What’s not so well known is the actual distribution of stars within this Milky Way.

Which turns out to be… surprising.
[ Movie: start 3D tilt and pan ]
Astronomers have found that more than 3/4 of the Milky Way’s hundreds of billions of stars
lie in a so-called “thin disk”, a disk-like region less than 1,000 light years thick.
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[ Movie: zoom in ]
Now, 1,000 light years thick sounds, well, pretty thick.
But when compared to that “100,000 light years wide”, we have a ratio of 100 : 1
100,000 light years wide, 1,000 light years thick. 100 : 1
[ Movie: zoom out to show geometry in context ]
So what’s this like? Well, a DVD is about 10 cm – or 100 mm – wide, and about 1 mm thick.
So a thin, silvery DVD has a width to thickness ratio of 100 : 1
Just like the Milky Way’s thin disk.
[ Movie: tilt and pan ]
So when we look at the Milky Way in the infrared, when we trace its stars – not its
cocoon of dust and gas – we find 3/4 of these stars lie almost in a plane,
a disk as flat and thin as a DVD.
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Ok. So what would this system look like from above?
Here we have a problem. Astronomers have worked out that our Sun sits somewhere about
here, 26,000 light years from the center of our spiral of stars.

However, it’s right smack in the dense midplane of the disk.
And as James Bullock said, “we can’t just fly up above the disk to get bird’s eye view”.
For us, trying to map the full extent of the Milky Way is like…
a bit of peperoni – in a very, very thin pizza – trying to map the pizza in which it’s stuck,
as astronomer Bob Kirshner explains:
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[Movie] Robert Kirshner – “It’s something like a pizza. […]”
[Movie] “[…] But we can look at other galaxies, and see what they look like.”
By looking at other galaxies, and by trying to map the Milky Way’s spiral arms, …
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… astronomers now think the Milky Way looks something like this.
Our Sun would be about here; and here’s that center of rotation we call
“Sagittarius A-star” (SgrA*), about 26,000 light years away,.

To estimate these distances – 26,000 light years from the Sun to the center,
and 100,000 light years wide – astronomers have a “toolkit” of techniques.
Referring to this toolkit, in paper 41 section 3, the author states: [quote]
“By this technique it is possible to measure stellar distances most precisely
up to more than one million light-years”. (459.4, 41:3.10)
[end quote] “Most precisely”. Which implies that our measurement of distance within
this disk is on track. In particular, this distance of 26,000 light years to Sagittarius A-star.

Ok, so far, so good.
Now, do the authors of the Urantia Book say anything interesting about this system of stars?
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Yes they do.
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They say the center of our minor sector is over here. From paper 15 section 3 [quote]:
“The rotational center of your minor sector is situated far away in the enormous and dense star
cloud of Sagittarius, around which your local universe and its associated creations all move, […]”
(168.1, 15:3.5) [end quote]
The “star cloud of Sagittarius”. Astronomers call this Messier 24, and it’s about 11,000 LYs away.
They then seem to say that the center of our major sector is this… gravitational anomaly, Sagittarius Astar, about 26,000 light years away. Continuing from paper 15 section 3 [quote]:
“[…], and from opposite sides of the vast Sagittarius subgalactic system you may observe two great
streams of star clouds [repeat] emerging in stupendous stellar coils.” (168.1, 15:3.5)
[end quote]. Notice, “two great streams of star clouds”. The authors connect our minor sector with a
single “star cloud” (Messier 24), then suggest that our major sector is centered somewhere between
those “streams of star clouds”, uncoiling from Sagittarius A-star.
Ok, so far nothing too controversial. But then they say something weird. Or at least, unexpected.
From paper 32 section 2 [quote]:
“[…]. From Jerusem, the headquarters of Satania, it is over two hundred thousand light-years
to the physical center of the superuniverse of Orvonton, […]” (32:2.11) [end quote]
Two hundred thousand light-years. That’s another 174,000 light years past Sagittarius A-star. In other
words, way, way off to the right in this diagram.
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[Zoom out]
Let’s put that distance in context…
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Once again, from paper 32 section 2, [quote]
“[...] From Jerusem, the headquarters of Satania, it is over two hundred thousand light-years
to the physical center of the superuniverse of Orvonton, …”.

And from the same paragraph:
“From the outermost system of inhabited worlds to the center of the superuniverse is a trifle
less than two hundred and fifty thousand light-years.” (359.8, 32:2.11)
[end quote]

[ With all this talk of distance and “light years”, worth pausing a moment to think about
the actual speed of light. On our human or planetary scale, we think of light as fast –
like “greased lightening”, the fastest possible speed that anything can go!
But on this larger, intergalactic scale, the speed of light becomes almost unbearably slow.
I mean, it takes photons, travelling at the “speed of light”, one hundred thousand years
just to cross our relatively tiny spiral of stars.
At the speed of light, it would take [quote] “over 200,000 years” to send email to Uversa.
Is that why they invented “reflectivity” ? ]
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But hang on, in this story, Uversa is supposed to be a center of rotation
for [eventually] ten major sectors of Orvonton, a so-called “superuniverse”.
How can we make this work?

Well, in paper 32 section 2, the author also states that [quote]
“Nebadon is now well out towards the edge of Orvonton” (359.8, 32:2.11)
[end quote].
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Here’s that distance again: 250,000 light years, from the edge of Orvonton to Uversa.
But back in paper 15 section 3, they say that “the length” of this superuniverse is…
[quote]: “far greater than the breadth” (15:3.2)
Do they mean something like this?
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And they reveal a bit more.
In paper 15 section 3, they also state that, on the Havona side, local universes are “layered”,
and more tightly clustered, [quote]

“The local universes are in closer proximity as they approach Havona; …
Are they suggesting [ wipe density gradient ] something like this?
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But what about those 10 major sectors? From paper 15:3, [quote]
“[…]. If you could look upon the superuniverse of Orvonton from a position fardistant in space, you would immediately recognize the ten major sectors of the
seventh galaxy” (167.20, 15:3.4) [end quote]
Are they suggesting a distribution something like this?
But then again, from paper 12:1.3, [quote]:
“The present ragged edge of the grand universe, its uneven and unfinished
periphery, together with the tremendously unsettled condition of the whole
astronomical plot, suggests to our star students that even the seven
superuniverses are, as yet, uncompleted.” (129.11, 12:1.13)
Which makes you wonder: is our near neighbor, M31, actually one of Orvonton’s major
sectors, slowly sliding into place?
Of course, nothing in native astronomy or cosmology predicts anything like this. But as a
thought experiment, let’s ask the question:
“If this spiral of stars were here, could we see it?”
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Clearly, if this spiral spun face on to our line of sight, it would be very easy to see!
But in the Urantia Book scheme, this neighboring spiral would not be face on.
It would be co-planar – in the same plane as – the thin disk of our own spiral.
And not only would it lie in the same plane; its infrared profile, as seen from Earth,
would be a vanishingly faint echo of the foreground Milky Way.
A vanishingly faint echo … sitting right behind what we might call…
an infrared “line of avoidance”.
In other words, when observing in the infra-red, such a co-planar neighbor
would be co-linear with that line.

Which makes you wonder: using our familiar electromagnetic tools,
could we ever detect – or even suspect – such a thing?
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Clearly, a system like this implies "architecture". And "organization".
Both of which the Urantia Book describes.
And as we saw in previous chapters (see parts 4A, 4B and 4C)
[ flip to/from contents screen ]
these papers also provide the sort of extended standard physics such a scheme requires,
adding to this picture three essential (but invisible, or dark) parts:
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One: that vast swirling cyclone of massive ultimata.
Two: that ancestral, energy-dense halo of segregata – a locally localized Higgs-type field.
And three: the tidal effects of THE gravitational singularity, acting for a very long time.
Question is: could this sort of extended standard physics explain the evolution of a
system like this?
Let’s have a look.
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Think how ice is less dense than water; how icebergs float, and get carried along by ocean
currents. Now think of these spirals of stars – these disks of gravita – as icebergs in a flow.
A local, superfluid flow, not of water, but of ultimata.
So these iceberg spirals will naturally “go with the flow”, carried around Uversa by ancient
flows of “force-organized” ultimata. Now, let’s float this whole system in a cyclone of
segregata.
What we have here is a completely unexpected distribution of energy and mass. And thus
gravitational potential. And thus distortions in space and time.
Within such energy-dense distortions and flows, these spirals of stars get carried along
like so much fluff.
The neat thing is that such a story can be made to fit right in with mainstream speculation:
what we have here are spiral galaxies evolving in superfluid dark disks, nested within halos
of invisible energy-mass. Exactly what cosmologists are now discussing at conferences.

So this sort of gravitational action on distributions of dark mass is not so controversial.
The real issue here is time.
Even with Paradise Architects, and Force Organizers pulling the strings, it would take gravity a
long, long time to evolve a structure like this.
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And when we pop Orvonton into place, …
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… as the 7th spoke in the “grand universe wheel”, this issue of time becomes deep:
in telling the story of this relatively small “grand universe”, the papers talk in terms
of trillions, not billions of years.
Which brings us back to that point I made at the start. In this Urantia Book story,
this great age, this vast span of time, applies only along the superuniverse rim of
this grand universe wheel.
The doings of outer space – relatively speaking – have only just begun.
*

*

*

Ok, that’s a nice story. But two obvious questions:
First, can we make a story like this consistent with what astronomers actually see?

And second, about the age of the universe, hasn’t “precision cosmology” proven that
the universe began 13.79 billion years ago? On a Thursday afternoon?
About the first question, can a story like this fit the data, …
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[ Movie ] Imagine a Solitary Messenger – returning from deep space – crossing this quiescent
zone, this ragged edge, and cooling his heels in the outskirts of Orvonton.
About where NASA plans to park the James Webb space telescope.
When this Solitary Messenger is facing toward “the center of all things”, what he sees
depends on how he looks. As we know, in the optical, his view would be blocked by clouds of
dust and gas. But in the infrared, he’d see something like this – just like the Spitzer space
telescope.
Now, remember in that short video clip about the Milky Way, both James Bullock and Bob
Kirshner complained about being stuck in the disk of the galaxy; that to really understand the
Milky Way, we’d need to fly up above the plane of the disk, and get a bird’s-eye view.
Well, while native astronomers can’t do this, Solitary Messengers can :
[ Movie: fly up above, tilt to view central regions ]
As we come back down to earth, or rather the viewpoint of the James Webb, notice that our
neighboring major sectors all line up, co-planar with the thin disk of the Milky Way. Their
entire infrared profiles become vanishingly faint echoes of the foreground Milky Way.
And get completely lost from view, behind by that “line of infrared avoidance”.
On a technical note, if we’re talking trillion-year astrophysics, then given what we know about the lifetimes of stars, we have
to wonder about the missing population of ancient white dwarfs. Solution: allow for an efficient way to recycle dead stars: let
them tend more quickly to dark islands, and then explode (as local short period gamma ray bursts?).
See 4C: Exploding Dark Islands.
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About the second question, regarding the age of the universe…
Since the age of the universe is a central feature in any cosmology, let’s pause to consider
where this idea came from, that the universe is only 13.79 billion years old.
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It began with the slope of this line.
By 1929, astronomer Edwin Hubble had estimates of distance to 24 spiral galaxies.
When Hubble plotted these distances against redshift, he saw a hint of something big: that
beyond a certain distance, the redshift of spiral galaxies might be proportional to distance.
In other words, the further away a galaxy is, the greater its redshift.
The constant of proportion – the slope of this line – is what we now call H0 .
As to what was causing these redshifts, Hubble was non-committal. The simplest – almost
obvious – explanation was a Doppler shift due to speed of recession.
If this were true, then not only is distance proportional to redshift, but velocity is too…
In other words, “Hubble’s Law”: that the apparent “speed of recession” of distant galaxies
(or their rate of separation) is proportional to their distance from us.
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So if we make two simple assumptions,
(1) that redshifts are proportional to distance, and
(2) that these redshifts are caused by [rate of separation],

then it looks like the universe must be expanding.
Now, if we add one more assumption, that this expansion has been at a more-or-less
constant rate, then we can even estimate an age …
[ show equations… ]
Assuming “Hubble’s Law”, we get this number, t0 , a so-called “Hubble Time”,
an estimate of time since the proposed expansion began.
In other words, a very logical guess for an “age of the universe”.
As it turns out, Hubble’s numbers, and thus his estimate of age, were way off.
Nevertheless, …
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… another astronomer, Georges Lemaitre, jumped on [all this]
as evidence for his own idea, …
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… that the universe is currently expanding… from some original “cosmic egg”.
Now, given that Lemaitre was a Catholic priest, and that his prototype “Big Bang”
was a bit like some “creation myth”,
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… and that Hubble’s data “was a bit rough”,
many thought Hubble had jumped the gun; that Hubble’s so-called Law was more
“leap of faith” than “real science”.

But as telescopes and techniques improved, it turned out that Hubble was on the right track.
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As we can see from this 2014 plot.
Clearly, this data for Type 1a supernova fit nicely with Hubble’s original idea,
that redshift might be proportional to distance.

But notice, this is a plot of redshift vs. distance. There’s no mention of velocity. The idea
that redshift is proportional to velocity is an assumption that cosmologists have to add.
Now, about using H0 to estimate an age for the universe, …
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In our current best fit model (so-called lCDM),
Hubble’s constant becomes the Hubble parameter, a function of redshift or age.
In these models, H0 is thought of as the “current” value of this parameter,
the rate of expansion today.

Assuming such a model, and given data like this, then adjusting for inflation, accelerating
the expansion, and calculating a “Hubble time”…
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… we get this story cosmologists currently like to tell:
Given one miracle – one miraculous moment of cosmic inflation – and two simple
assumptions, they can predict that the universe began to expand about 13.8 billion years
ago.
Two simple assumptions…

[ About this story, there’s a joke that physicists like to tell:
“Cosmologists are always wrong, but never in doubt.”

]
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… about [redshift] and [rate of expansion].
Two simple assumptions that seem so obviously true, so 6-sigma certain,
that some no longer think of them as “assumptions”.

It’s no exaggeration to say that this story, this proposed expansion history of the universe,
sits squarely on these two assumptions.
In 2015, two physicists [*] Harry Ringermacher and Lawrence Mead, took a close look at
this story, and these assumptions, and the best data of the day.
And noticed something… subtle in the supernova data: that “the rate of change of the rate
of change” has been changing… every 2 billion years or so.

[*] University of Southern Mississippi.
https://astronomynow.com/2015/07/01/is-the-universe-ringing-like-a-crystal-glass/
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They proposed that the simple “Big Banged” universe was in some sense “ringing”;
that over the last 13 or 14 billion years, the rate of expansion of the universe has
sped up and slowed down 6 or 7 times.
The Urantia Book takes this [idea] the next step. By relaxing those assumptions, about
rates of expansion, about redshift, and about age, we get another [simple story]:
two-billion-year-long cycles of gentle oscillation;
of “space respiration”. (11:6.1, 123.3)

[ For more about this version of universe history, see Paper 11 section 6. ]
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Getting back to the main stream…
Since this assumed expansion history of the universe is defined by the Hubble parameter, and
since predicting its current value – H0 – is a crucial test of current cosmological models, it’s
worth spending a moment exploring the history of this “prediction”.
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Initial estimates were high, and error bars were large.
But by the 1970’s predictions for H0 began to settle between 50 and 100 (km/s/Mpc).
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Over the next 25 years, lots of teams joined in, trying to calculate H0 using slightly different
models, different tools, different techniques.
And estimates seemed to be converging, to some value around about 70 (km/s/Mpc).

However, all these estimates for H0 came from observing so-called “standard candles”,
as telescopes see them today.
But in 2004, there was a twist in the tale:
cosmologists worked out another way to calculate H0 .
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Buried in tiny fluctuations in the CMB – the cosmic microwave background – astronomers
found two features:
(1) a series of peaks in a “power spectrum”, and
(2) so-called “acoustic oscillations”.
Cosmologists realized that these features might give them a second, independent way to
explore the expansion history of the universe.
In other words, an independent way to calculate the Hubble parameter, and thus H0 .
Which bring us to that “twist in the tale”:
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Estimates from standard candles have continued to converge (GAIA 2019: > 73 ?)
But as this lower red curve shows, those independent estimates (using the CMB)
have also been converging…

… to a different value.
From standard candles, cosmologists calculate that H0 must be about 73 (+GAIA: 2019).
But from the CMB (plus lCDM), they require… about 67.
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Two of the most sophisticated, carefully calibrated and checked estimates – of the central
prediction of current consensus cosmology – appear to have diverged.
More recent data – from quasar lensing, inverse distance ladder, gravitational waves – only
sharpen problem.
So what does this mean for lCDM ?
First, let’s pause to consider what this model, and this plot, is saying:
From the blue curve, and its prediction for H0 (of about 73),
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... the model predicts that, if we find a galaxy, say, with redshift about 0.16,
then we can simply read a Hubble diagram to find that galaxy must lie about
2.2 billion light years away, and be receding at 50,000 km/sec, give or take.
In other words, about… “thirty thousand miles a second.”
I choose this particular number because it features in paper 12 section 4, [quote]:
“[ … ], it will appear that these far-distant systems are in
flight from this part of the universe at the unbelievable
rate of more than thirty thousand miles a second.”
Does the Urantia Book say anything about such an apparent “speed of recession”
(or “rate of separation”) ?
Yes it does.
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[quote]:
“ But this apparent speed of recession is not real; ” (12:4.14)
“ But this apparent speed of recession is not real; ”

This statement is not presented as a hypothesis for us to test;
it’s presented as a fact, which the author is in a position to know.
Here’s a good place to take another look at those “limitations of revelation” discussed in
paper 101. In section 4, the authors explain that, with regard to science and cosmology,
they were not free to say too much. Like that prime directive in “Star Trek”, galactic
civilizations don’t interfere with developing cultures.
However, they do say that, if we’re “barking up the wrong tree”,
they can tell us: “That’s the wrong tree.”
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… from paper 101 section 4 [quote]: (1109.6, 101:4.5)
“While statements with reference to cosmology are never inspired,
such revelations are of immense value in that they at least transiently
clarify knowledge by: [end quote]
They then list 5 ways in which a limited revelation can help. The first goes like this:
“1. The reduction of confusion by the authoritative elimination of error.” (101:4.6)
“The authoritative elimination of error”.
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“But this apparent speed of recession is not real; ” (12:4.14)
Is this a case of #1: “The reduction of confusion by the authoritative elimination of error.”?
As far as I can tell [ please correct me if I’m wrong ], this is the only place in the papers where
the authors tell us that one of our scientific assumptions is wrong. Elsewhere, they either
echo prevailing ideas (like that distance to M31), or reveal things beyond human capacity to
prove (like ultimatons).
But here, they point to a particular – and critical – assumption. And tell us bluntly that it’s
wrong; that in this case, we’re “barking up the wrong tree.”
So what about the redshifts of distant galaxies? In paper 12 section 4:14, the author claims
that, beyond a certain distance, other effects begin to overtake speed of recession (or rate of
radial separation) as the primary cause of cosmological redshift.
But hang on. If these redshifts are caused by something other than a runaway expansion of
space, then the foundation of current consensus cosmology – the primary assumption of
lCDM – melts away. And the CMB? If the cosmic microwave background is not a redshifted
surface of last scattering…
Before we go on, let’s try to put [ this possibility ] into perspective:
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Here we have a couple of – apparently incompatible – predictions from our current “best fit”
model for the history of the universe. Latest results only compound the problem, leading Dr
Ed MacAulay (from the Dark Energy Survey) to sum up the situation like this:
“It looks like we're going to have to learn something interesting
in order to figure this out.”
As we’ll see, the Urantia Book suggests… “something interesting”. But first, a comment.
Each of these predictions comes from an attempt to fit data to a lCDM “hot Big Bang”. But if
the underlying model is wrong, or “not even wrong”, then the finely tuned parameters of
current consensus cosmology become like epicycles, helping to fit an erroneous model to
increasingly inconvenient facts.
So what does the Urantia Book suggest?
It suggests a surprising but simple scheme, involving two large-scale motions of space.
First, a periodic expansion and contraction, gentle oscillations of so-called “space
respiration”. And second, the counter-rotation of nested levels of outer space.
Ok but… can rotation and gentle oscillations explain the distance-dependent redshifts
astronomers observe?
Good question! Let’s take a look.
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For 90 years, astronomers have known about a relationship between redshift and distance.
One way to explain this connection is to assume redshift is caused by “radial velocity” – or
rate of separation – directly along our line of sight.

The further away a galaxy is, the greater it’s rate of recession, the greater it’s redshift.
For our target galaxy – with its measured redshift of 0.16 – lCDM and Hubble’s Law predict
it must be about 2.2 billion light years away, receding at a rate of “30,000 miles per second”.
But from Einstein, such a rate of recession implies a relativistic Doppler shift of… 0.16 !
This perfect match is one of the compelling features of lCDM: that with a few nips and
tucks, it can be made compatible with Einstein’s “faint glimpse”, about space and time and
gravity.
In this sense, this model – this inflationary, accelerating lCDM hot Big Bang – is said to be
“a solution” to Einstein’s equations.
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But in 1949, a curious character pointed to another, quite different solution.
The character was Kurt Gödel, and the occasion was Einstein’s 70th birthday.
What Gödel noticed was that, if space were not simply expanding, but also rotating, then
funny things would happen to space and time.
For example, in a rotating universe, Einstein’s equations seemed to allow travel backwards
in time, so-called “closed time-like curves”. Which cosmologists ( intensely ) disliked.
And of course a rotating universe implies some kind of center of rotation.
Which cosmologists disliked even more!
So Gödel’s curious solution remained, like the man himself, a curiosity.
But it did get people thinking: what if… the universe were rotating?
After all, absolutely everything in the universe either spins or rotates…
why not the universe itself ?
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But if the universe were rotating, and if we were near the center, then once again,
Einstein has something to say:
If that same galaxy, 2.2 billion light years away, were moving sideways – across our line of
sight – at a relative rate of half the speed of light, then Special Relativity predicts we’d
measure… a redshift of 0.16.
Same redshift as predicted by lCDM.
Regarding this redshifting of spectral lines, from the Urantia Book, paper 12 sec.4 [quote]
“But the greatest of all such distortions arises because the vast universes
of outer space, [ ... ], seem to be revolving… ” (12:4.15)
The claim in paper 12 section 4 is that the main component of cosmological redshift
comes…
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… not from a runaway expansion, but from rotation.
Which brings us to the Urantia Book’s unique idea: of nested, counter-rotating levels of
outer space.
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In paper 11 section 7, these “outer space levels” are described as
“curved space paths of lessened resistance to motion”,
“surrounded on all sides by relative motionlessness”. (See 11:7.8, 125.2)

Regarding motion along these curved space paths, it’s not clear whether space itself is in
motion, or just the content of space. Either way, given that such motion operates on a
master universe scale, safe to say such velocities will be “relativistic”.
Once again, here it’s worth pausing to consider just how excruciatingly SLOW the speed of
light becomes, on such a cosmic scale. For example, imagine this is a slice of a segment of a
space level, and that this dot marks the spot 2 billion light years away where our telescopes
find a Milky Way-sized galaxy.
Now “pause to consider”. It takes light – travelling at the speed of light – 100,000 years to
cross that galaxy. 100,000 years to cross those few pixels in our field of view.
As we’ll see in a moment, for this galaxy to be “going with the flow”, along this “curved
space path of lessened resistance to motion”, it must be moving across our line of sight
at a significant fraction of the speed of light.
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So, given the possibility of relativistic transverse velocities, Special Relativity implies a
simple explanation for the sort of systematic redshifting astronomers observe:
Since each (nested, rotating) space level is [quote] “surrounded on all sides by relative
motionlessness”, transverse velocities along these inner and outer margins will be zero,
increasing towards some maximum flow, midstream.
So, if the central mainstream flow were say 60% the speed of light, we might expect a
smooth distribution of redshifts, something like this: [ see diagram ]
Plus we’d expect periodic perturbations – small redshifts and blueshifts – from the 2-billion
year long cycles of space respiration.

Now, about this idea, of relativistic rates of flow along these “curved space paths of
lessened resistance to motion”, …
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[ transition ]
Could such transverse velocities be real?
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Well. Let’s consider a single cycle of “space respiration”, 2-billion years long.
For a billion years, this entire space level expands; for the next billion years, it contracts.
Now consider our target galaxy, 2.2 billion light years away, somewhere near the midstream
flow of this “curved space path”.
At a radius of about two billion light years, 2 Pi R gives a path length – once around this
ellipse – of about 12 billion light years, more or less.
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So if our target galaxy were “going with the flow”, 2.2 billion light years away, at half the
speed of light, then in two billion years – a single expansion-contraction cycle – it would
move about one billion light-years.
[ Two billion years at half the speed of light… one billion light-years. ]
It would take twelve 2-billion-year cycles – 24 billion years – to go all the way around.
Average measured redshift: 0.16,
periodically perturbed by the expansion and contraction of all space.

[ But wait, there’s more. This sort of systematic redshifting and smudging of some discrete
quantum signal could generate the sort of blackbody spectrum we’ve mistaken for a
redshifted surface of last scattering. In other words, the CMB. ]
[ Let’s not forget:: “cosmologists are always wrong, but never in doubt”. ]
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But analysis of [such redshifting phenomena] belongs to a study of the “master universe”.
So for now, let’s return to the relatively tiny superuniverse kernel deep in the center of these
nested levels of outer space.

And consider the Urantia Book story of how “History” began.
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In the beginning, word spread.
About relative motions within space, causing something called “time”.
This emergence of time allowed a moment in eternity – a moment of opportunity – for
something new: time-dependent change.
The first sign must have been this local beltway of primordial charge, forming outside and
surrounding the central universe. Force-organized by the mother of all Force Organizers,
nether Paradise itself.
This “superuniverse space level”, this [quote] “curved space path of lessened resistance to
motion”, becomes filled with a condensate of space potency – a locally localized Higgs-type
field – a reservoir of primordial energies out of which so-called “superuniverses” will be built.
Now, to any Master Force Organizers watching, such a beltway of emergent energies must
have been quite a sight.
But for finite observers, this vast, ancient flow was “dark”. These energies are pre-electronic,
and thus pre-photonic.
As we know, no electrons means no photons, and thus… no [electromagnetic] light.
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And then, that memorable moment in eternity when seven small teams of Ancients of Days
step out – into the finite shallows fringing the central universe.
Over eons of epochs of deep time, these seven small teams watch over the stabilization,
organization and perfection of this original and innermost beltway of evolving energies,
injecting meaning and value into the “superuniverse rim” of the “grand universe wheel”.
“The present scheme of administration has existed from near eternity, and the rulers
of these seven superuniverses are rightly called Ancients of Days.” (164.2, 15:0.2)
When thinking about all this, think trillions (not billions) of years. Think “ancient of days”.
And when thinking about the geometry of this structure, think what Saturn has done to
her rings: given gravity and angular momentum and time, what Saturn does to her rings,
Paradise will have done to this beltway of emergent ultimata.
This “donut” realm, this annular disk, would be flat.
A side view might look something like this.
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As a technique of isolation, this first finite zone is partitioned,
“The first post-Havona creation was divided into seven stupendous segments,
and the headquarters worlds of these superuniverse governments were designed
and constructed.” (164.2, 15:0.2)
Within this homogenous distribution of <segregata>, time-like transmutation begins.
Vast, superfluid flows of <ultimata> emerge.
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As these organised flows ripen, gravitational interaction with this center begins.
This mysterious center imposes multiple curvatures on space:
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The tidal effects of “Weyl” curvature, acting for a trillion years,
tugs these orbiting, swirling pools of ultimata into flattened ellipsoids…
and the evolution of “standard model” matter (leptons and quarks) begins.
“b. Gravity energy. The now-appearing gravity-responding energy carries the potential of
universe power and becomes the active ancestor of all universe matter.” (470.3, 42:2.12)
Just a reminder: this “active ancestor of universe matter” is pre-electronic, thus pre-photonic,
or “dark”.
All of which leads to a surprising distribution of potentials.

The arena for this time-dependent change may be what Einstein “faintly glimpsed” (195:7.5).
[ Relativities evolving on time-like submanifolds of space. ]
[ Evolution on membranes of (finite) creation. ]
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“… The Seven Master Spirits radiate their influence out from the central Isle, thus
constituting the vast creation one gigantic wheel, the hub being the eternal Isle of Paradise,
the seven spokes the radiations of the Seven Master Spirits, the rim the outer regions of
the grand universe.” (164.1, 15:0.1)
If we’re going to have the Isle of Paradise acting on a distribution of emergent energies for a
trillion years, then something like this is what we might expect.
In fact, what Einstein might predict.

[ “Do the math.” ]

[ Rotate into place… ]
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[ … within McCall’s Council of Giants ]
Gravity, acting for a few thousand billion years,
on this distribution of “emergent energy” (470.1, 42:2.10).
on this distribution of emergent – force-organized – segregata and ultimata.
As the story goes, it’s within this ancient cyclone of segregata that the so-called
superuniverses took shape, [quote, 57:1] “long, long ago.”
Long before the web of galaxies began to form in outer space.
As we’ve seen, this “revelatory” background allows us to tell a much more interesting story.
About Orvonton, and about our ancient spiral sector of stars.
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Astronomers James Bullock and Bob Kirshner wondered: “What is this thin, disk-like system
really like? What would it look like from above?
[Movie]: neighbor sectors float down into plane of disk… and disappear!

If the James Webb Space Telescope were to detect the first hints of such a distribution hidden
behind this infrared wall… well, then the fun would really begin.
Recall that statement in paper 101, section 4: “… within a few short years many of our
statements regarding the physical sciences will stand in need of revision.” (1109.3, 101:4.2).
Before attempting to “revise” the Urantia Book story, first step was to work out what that
story is. And as we’ve seen in these four parts, maybe not all that much revision will be
required?

“Prime directive” – they don’t reveal things we can work out for ourselves.
But if something is undiscoverable…
Given such an astronomic arrangement, what if it’s not possible for us to untangle all this, using only telescopes
and light? Would those limitations of revelation still apply?
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